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Abstract. This paper addresses the field of Artificial Intelligence, road it went
so far and possible road it should go. The paper was invited by the Conference
of IT Revolutions 2008, and discusses some issues not emphasized in AI
trajectory so far. The recommendations are that the main focus should be
personalities rather than programs or agents, that genetic environment should be
introduced in reasoning about personalities, and that limbic system should be
studied and modeled. Engineered Psychology is proposed as a road to go. Need
for basic principles in psychology are discussed and a mathematical equation is
proposed as fundamental law of engineered and human psychology.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Consequence-driven Systems theory,
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1 Introduction
Engineered Psychology is understood as building artificial creatures with human
personality features. It considers behavior in a multidimensional Aristotelian space,
containing at least coordinates of cognition, emotion, and willingness.
In the sequel first we give overview of the Artificial Intelligence development by
decades of time starting with 1940-ies ending with current interest toward eintelligence. Along we present a view on the work done within the ANW research
group which is not very well known in the history of AI, in comparison to the work of
the PDP group. The overview is then given in terms of phases the AI passed,
concluding that now the interest is toward personalities rather than agents. Then we
will present our Engineering Psychology approach, starting with the Consequencedriven Systems theory which is origin of the approach and presenting also a model of
the brain limbic system. The first result of Engineered Psychology research is the
mathematical equation which we call fundamental equation of engineered (and
human) psychology. Finally we point out a need for measuring units in engineered
and human psychology.
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2 Artificial Intelligence, So Far
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is contemporary well established area of Computer
Science. Universities around the world regularly offer undergraduate course in AI
within Computer Science programs. A course usually contains AI history and state of
the art presentation of topics related to AI. Several textbooks provide overview of the
field [25], [68], [63], [39], [48].
Many authors contributed toward establishing AI as a recognized discipline. The
forerunners among them [10], [11], [24], [50], [35], [75], [71], [62], [53], [58], [59],
[8], [66] contributed even before the term “Artificial Intelligence” was is use. After
1958 authors [69], [70], [78], [54], [2], [60], [72], [49], [32], [55], pointed toward
various approaches toward AI. At the end of this period, due to the influential work
[55], one of the approaches toward AI, the neural network approach was understood
as restricted, potentially non-promising, which affected funding of that line of
research. In 1970-ties, contributors [80], [28], [1], [26], [37], [81], [9], [76], [51],
continued showing interest in various aspects of representing and manifesting AI.
Particular belief was shown that special programming languages such as LISP and
PROLOG should be used to foster development of AI programs.
The decade of 1980-ties is arguably the revolutionary step toward so called “new
AI” or “embodied AI” or “behavior based AI” as distinction to the previous
“disembodied AI”. The works such as [5], [14], [6], [33], [38], [36], [22], [23], [67],
[56], [73], [74], [77], [31] contributed toward importance of agent-environment
interaction. Parallel programming was introduced as a way of representing that
interaction [13] as well as the need of sensors and actuators in an agent-environment
interface [22]. In this period the neural network research was revived. We would
emphasize the work of two organized group working in that direction: the Adaptive
Networks Group (ANW) and the Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) group. In
stories about AI the work of PDP group is well known: they published an important
volume on Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) paradigm and explicitly
rehabilitated the neural networks fields as very promising one within AI. The ANW
group never published a volume together as a group so work as a group was not
recognized within AI community. In the next section we will give a review of that
work in the early 1980-ies.
During 1990-ties single important event overshadowed others: On May 11, 1997,
computer program Big Blue beat the human chess champion! The first grand
challenge of AI was no more! Consequently, a new grand challenge for AI was set up:
Is it possible that a robot team in (European) football of 11 players would beat a
corresponding human team [3]? And variation of that: Is it possible that a trained
(rather than programmed) team [16] would achieve the same? Among other events in
1990-ies, it was pointed out that AI is not artificial by itself, it should be considered a
natural intelligence in artificial creatures [4]. Increased interest has been shown
toward emotions and its relation to intelligence ([41], [65], [42], [61], [16]).
In the 2000-ies early workers of AI such as [27], [56] also devoted books related to
emotion. Emotion became topic of graduate Computer Science seminars [82]. Motivation
and emotion became modules of control architectures. But most important phenomenon
is the spread of AI among high school through robotics competitions. Robotics and
related AI issues become widespread challenge for talents all over the world. Also
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Fig. 1. A e-controlled mobile robot, cognitive model of its world

Internet and e-robotics (e-control of robots) is widely used. Fig. 1 shows our work with a
commercially available e-controllable cye-type robot.
The robot is user programmable to have internal model of its environment, but is
also able to learn new obstacles. The environment shown here is the
AI/Robotics/Biocybernetis lab at South Carolina State University with corridor and
other rooms. In particular Fig. 1 shows a session of our CS480 Introduction to
Robotics class in distance learning using e-robotics [18]. Students are able using
Internet to send the robot to a particular environment region to perform a vacuum
cleaning task. In this particular e-robotics experiment the robot is controlled from a
classroom in Europe. Fig. 1 shows how robot is executing a trajectory which it
computes itself to avoid obstacles (dark areas) in order to reach its vacuum cleaning
region. While the robot is moving the STOP sign is present so the robot can be
stopped by click of a mouse. Left side of Fig. 1 shows the virtual classroom in which
the instructor in USA communicates with students in Europe in real time. The
experiment includes also a camera (not shows in Fig. 1) mounted on the robot so the
students can scan the environment while the robot moves.
2.1 The ANW Group in Early 1980-ies
In early 1980-ties, possibly due to belief that artificial neural networks line of
research is not promising one, in the USA there were not many organized groups
working on the subject. In fact we know of only one: the Adaptive Networks (ANW)
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group, funded by Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB) from Dayton, Ohio.
The group was assembled by the Computer and Information Science (COINS)
department of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Nico Spinelli was the
group leader, who together with Michael Arbib led a Center for Systems
Neuroscience within the department. During 1980-81 the group included the postdoc
Andrew Barto, and the graduate students Richard Sutton, Charles Anderson, Jack
Porterfield, Ted Selker, and Stevo Bozinovski. The main driving force was the
WPAFB Program Officer, Harry Klopf, and his motto “goal-seeking systems from
goal-seeking components” [40]. The neural networks paradigm well corresponds to
that motto and the group pursued that direction. The group mostly oriented its
research toward agent-environment type of research such as agents moving in an
environment and agents moving objects in an environment. Maintaining some effort
on classical conditioning and patters classification, the group focused on the concept
of reinforcement and reinforcement learning ([53], [52], [64], [79]). The initial
important result in this direction was the Associative Search Network (ASN), an agent
that was able to learn to navigate toward a goal place using landmarks [5]. Next, the
group took a challenge of delayed reinforcement learning, learning in cases where
there is no immediate reinforcement (punish/reward) from the environment, rather it
comes after several steps. That challenge led to introduction of emotions and genetics
in neural nets and we present it here in more details.
Two instances of the problem were considered: the maze learning problem and the
learning for inverted pendulum balancing problem. Two neural architectures were
proposed for solving the problem: the Actor/Critic architecture, and the Crossbar
Adaptive Array (CAA) architecture (Fig. 2). It is interesting to analyze the difference
between the two architectures. The obvious difference is that A/C architecture needs
two identical memory structures, V and W, to compute the internal reinforcement r^,
and the action, while CAA architecture uses only one memory structure, W, the same
size as one of the A/C memory structures. The most important difference however is in
the design philosophy: In contrast to A/C architecture, CAA architecture does not use
any external reinforcement r; it only uses the current situation X as input. A state value
is used as secondary reinforcement concept, while genetically predefined state value,
rather than an immediate reinforcement, is used as primary reinforcement. The CAA
architecture introduces the concept of state evaluation and connects it to the concept of
feeling. Although both architectures were designed to solve the same basic problem,
the maze learning problem, the challenges of the design were different. The A/C
architecture effort was challenged by the mazes from animal learning experiments,
where there are many states and there is only one rewarding state (food). The CAA
architecture effort from the start was challenged by the mazes defined in the computer
game of Dungeons and Dragons, where there is one goal state, but many reward and
punishment states along the way. So, from the very beginning CAA effort adopted the
concept of dealing with pleasant and unpleasant states, feelings and emotions.
The CAA approach proved more efficient: it was the only architecture that
presented solutions to both instances of the delayed reinforcement learning problem in
1981 ([12], [13], [14], [6], [15]). The original CAA idea of having one memory
structure for crossbar computation of both state evaluations and action evaluations
was later also implemented in reinforcement learning architectures such as Q-learning
system [7], [77] and its successor architectures. The CAA memory was named Q-table.
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Fig. 2. ANW neural architectures for solving delayed reinforcement learning problem

The CAA approach introduced neural learning systems that can learn without external
reinforcement. It proposes a paradigm shift in learning theories, from the concept of
reinforcement (reward, punishment, payoff, …) to the concept of state as a consequence
and feeling as a state evaluation. Including concepts like feelings and emotions, the CAA
approach introduced emotive abilities in cognitive neural based agents.
2.2 Phases of AI Development: Programs, Agents, Personalities
Reviewing trajectory of the AI research so far we can distinguish three phases. The
initial, zero-phase would be the cybernetics phase, where researchers were mostly
interested in control structures, adaptation, and pattern recognition.
The first phase is so called representational (or disembodied) phase where
researchers were mostly interested in representations of environments in internal
knowledge structures of agents. The principal metaphor was information processing
and AI programs, including special programming languages. Fig. 3 shows the
principal postulates of AI understanding:

“Models of intelligence are programs”
“Intelligence is in information processing”
“Internal representations are symbols”

information input

programs
and
representations

information output

Fig. 3. Understanding artificial intelligence, representational phase
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Second phase emphasizes behavior as representation of intelligence. Fig. 4 shows
the behavioral metaphor and its main postulates of AI understanding. This phase is
also known the embodied phase of AI. In order to sense the reality an AI agent needs
sensors, and to wear sensors an agent needs a body.

“Models of intelligence are agents”
”Intelligence is in agent-environment interaction”
“Internal representations are behavioral policies”

environment

interaction
situation

agent

behavior

Fig. 4. Understanding artificial intelligence, behavioral (embodied) phase

“Models of intelligence are personalities”
“Intelligence is in consequence optimization”
“Internal representations are behavioral motivations”
“Initial parameters of personality come from genome optimization”
consequence
Behavioral Environment
behavior optimization loop
situation

behavior
Personality

genome optimization loop
inherited
genome

Genetic (or Generic ) Environment

exported
genome

Fig. 5. Understanding Artificial Intelligence, personalities phase
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The third phase we propose is the personality phase. Fig. 5 shows the personality
metaphor and its principal postulates. The concept of personality assumes comparison
of two behaviors and features that distinct one personality from another one. It is
assumed that a personality cannot be considered separated neither from its behavioral
environment nor from its genetic (generic) environment. Genome optimization loop
(evolution) ensures optimization of the initial parameters of personality and its
connection to the changing behavioral environment.

3 Engineered Psychology Rather Than Artificial Intelligence
Personality can be understood as expectancy of a consistent pattern of attitudes and
behavior. All people exhibit recognizable individual actions that serve to identify
them. Classical problems in personality include: Where do those individual
characteristics come from? Are they truly unique or just particular combination of
characteristics all people possess? Are they learned, inherited, or both? Can
personality be altered, and if so, how? [46]
For many years Artificial Intelligence research attention was primarily given to the
concept of intelligence, not necessarily an embodied one. In recent years, growing
interest has been in building agents that will interact with humans, and will exhibit
features of personality. The effort can be described as understanding the concept of
personality and building an artificial personality, with its features like emotions and
motivations, among others. In the sequel we address some of the challenges of
artificial personality research within our theory of Consequence-driven Systems.
3.1 Consequence-Driven Systems Theory
Consequence-driven Systems theory [14], [17], [20], [21] is an attempt to understand
and build an agent (animat) personality. It tries to find an architecture that will
ground the notions such as motivation, emotion, learning, disposition, anticipation,
curiosity, confidence, and behavior, among other notions usually present in a
discussion about an agent personality. Searching through the literature we found
relevant works that can be considered as grounds on which our work is a continuation.
In particular we found a highly relevant connection with the works [43], [44], [45],
[47]. Among several related efforts in contemporary research on emotion-based
architectures, we distinguish the work [29], [30] by its basic concepts, architecture
engineering, and realization aspects that resulted in developed an emotion learning
architecture that has been implemented successfully in simulated as well as real
robots. Starting from concepts such as feelings and hormonal system, the approach
has similarity with our approach in issues like having innate emotions that will define
goals and learning emotional associations between states and actions that will
determine the agent’s future decisions.
In the sequel we will briefly review the Consequence Driven Systems theory and
its features.
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3.1.1 Main Concepts of the Theory
The grounding postulates of the Consequence Driven Systems theory are: 1) there are
three environments, 2) there are three tenses, 3) the neural system computes
simultaneously both behaviors and emotions, from its memory 4) emotions are
computed as state evaluations, 5) motivations are learned as behavior evaluations and
6) what is obtained should correlate to the brain limbic system.
Three environments. The theory assumes that an agent should always be considered as
a three-environment system. The agent expresses itself in its behavioral environment,
where it behaves. It has its own internal environment where it synthesizes its behavior.
It also has access to a genetic environment where from it receives its initial conditions
for existing in its behavioral environment. The genetic and the behavioral environment
are related: The initial knowledge transferred through the imported species (or
personality) genome properly reflects, in the value system of the species, the dangerous
situations for the species in the behavioral environment. It is assumed that all the agents
import some genomes at the time of their creation. Some of the agents will be able to
export their genome.
Three tenses. The theory emphasizes that an agent should be able to understand the
temporal concepts, like past, present, and the future, in order to be able to selforganize in an environment. The past tense is associated with the evaluation of its
previous performance, the present tense is associated with the concept of emotion that
the agent computes toward the current situation (or the current state), and the future
with the moral (self-advice) about a behavior that in future should be associated with
a situation. A Generic Architecture for Learning Agents (GALA architecture) is
proposed within the theory (Fig. 6).

U = advice for future behavior
Y = current behavior
X = current situation

learning agent

v = evaluation of
consequence of a previous behavior

e = current emotion

Fig. 6. The GALA architecture

Note that GALA is a genuine generic, black-box-only architecture: only the inputs
and outputs are specified. Yet it is very specific the way inputs and outputs are
defined. The GALA architecture is a reconfigurable architecture: The derivation of
various types of learning architectures from the GALA architecture is described
elsewhere [14], [19].
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Crossbar-adaptive array architecture. The CAA architecture (Fig. 7) is derived as
an emotion learning agent from the GALA architecture.

BEHAVIORAL ENVIRONMENT
input
situation
import genome
export

executed
behavior

Crossbar
proposed
Adaptive
learned
Memory
behavior
(motivations)

Behavior
computation
curiosity

State
evaluator

patience

Personality
parameters

emotion

GENETIC ENVIRONMENT

Fig. 7. Crossbar-adaptive Array (CAA) architecture

The CAA architecture is a personality architecture capable of learning using
backpropagated emotions. In a crossbar fashion, the CAA architecture computes both
state evaluations (emotions) and behavior evaluations (motivations). It contains three
basic modules: crossbar-learning memory, state evaluator, and behavior selector. In
its basic behavioral cycle, the CAA architecture firstly computes the emotion of being
in the current state. Then, using a feedback loop, it computes the possibility of
choosing again, in a next time, the behavior to which the current situation is the
consequence. The state evaluation module computes the global emotional state of the
agent and broadcasts it (e.g. by way of a neuro-hormonal signal) to the crossbarlearning memory. The behavior computation module using some kind of behavioralgebra initially performs a curiosity driven, default behavior, but gradually that
behavior is replaced by a learned behavior. The forth module defines specific
personality parameters of a particular agent, such as curiosity, tolerance threshold
(patience), etc. Indeed CAA includes models of those personality paramets.
Correlation to the limbic system. A possible model of the limbic system that
correlates to the CAA architecture is given in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Crossbar Adaptive Array architecture as model of the limbic system

The Crossbar Adaptive Array as model of the limbic system contains both the
hippocampus level and amygdale level of processing.
Emotion. Is evaluation of a situation (or state). Usually that situation is observed as a
consequence of a previous behavior.
Motivation. The motivation for a behavior is the anticipation of a future consequence
of that behavior; the emotion is an evaluation system for computing the value of that
consequence. The motivational system can be understood as a priority system for
executing behaviors. Motivations are computed from the values of their (anticipated)
consequence states. The Consequence-driven System theory introduced the principle
of learning and remembering only motivations (behavior evaluations), not the state
evaluations. There is no need to store the state values, since they can be computed
from the (current) behavior values. The approach of storing action values rather than
state values was also emphasized by Watkins [77], who discovered the relationship
between Reinforcement Learning and Dynamic Programming [8]. There are different
approaches of what an agent learns in an environment. It can learn the whole graph,
like a cognitive map, or it can learn only a policy (the set of states and behaviors
associated to those states). In case of policy learning the actual map (interconnection
network between the states) is provided by the environment and is not stored within
the agent.
3.2 Fundamental Law of Engineered (and Human) Psychology
Since beginning of philosophy and psychology, behavior, motivation for a behavior,
and emotions related to a situation have been of interest for science. Mathematical
models were proposed for those concepts. However it was only recently [19], [20]
when the first mathematical model was proposed that explicitly related motivation,
emotion, behavior and personality. Fig. 9 shows the approach toward the modeling.
The approach is general and applies to both human and engineered psychology.
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emotion potential
in state k, -(k)
motivation
field , <Æ
dBÆ
behavior, BÆ

Fig. 9. Emotional space and motivational gradient

As Figure 9 shows, it is assumed that each state j of a system (e.g. animat) is
assigned an emotion potential ☺(j). The emotion potential space defines by itself a
vector field denoted as motivational field, < . In such a way each point in the space
is assigned a motivation gradient toward the highest emotional value (ultimate goal)
at that region of the space.

k

- = p ³ <ÆdBÆ .

(1)

j
In such a setup, a behavior B (that is motivated by the motivation field <
induced by the emotional potential ☺ ) obeys the relation (1). Equation (1) connects
the emotion potential in a current state j, an anticipated emotion potential in a next
state k, the motivation of moving toward state k, and behavior toward the state k. Here
dB is a differential segment of a behavior, an action, which sometimes might not be
in the same direction as the motivational field, for example due to some obstacles
(resistances) along the way. The constant p allows for some personality features of a
particular agent. In other words the equation (1) is a mathematical way of saying that
the happiness is to be earned. We propose this equation as a fundamental equation of
engineered (and human) psychology.
Related to the equation (1) is an algebraic motivation learning function which can
be written as
<(b|s) += (☺(s’) -

(b|s))

(2)

where += is the update operator we borrowed from object oriented languages for use
in the simulation experiment described further in this text. The equation (2) simply
states that the motivation update is proportional to the satisfaction expected. In more
detail, it states that the motivation <(b|s) of performing behavior b in s depends on
the personally anticipated emotion ☺(s’) in the consequent situation s’ but also on
the personally anticipated effort (b|s) needed for executing behavior b in situation
s. We introduce the concept of willingness to perform a behavior as a function of
(☺(s’) - (b|s).
Simulation work that shows the validity of this theory is given in [20].
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3.3 Basic Principles and Measuring Units
Comparing to physics, psychology is still just an empirical science. There are no basic
principle equations like F = ma, and U = IR, and there is no system of units in for
emotion and other concepts, in comparison to physics with units like kilogram for
mass and Newton for force. An attempt for establishing basic principles might be
indeed the equation (1). It relates behavior emotion and motivation, which means that
at least one of those psychological concepts does not need a special measuring unit, it
can be inferred from the other two. In [20] behavior is left to be such a concept, while
emotion is measured in (… 2 , , , ☺, 2☺, …) units and motivation in (…,-2♥, ♥, 0♥, ♥, 2♥, …) units. Any names can be given to those units and for now we call
them Dze’ and Daron respectively (names are from old macedonian mythology). So
in engineered psychology we may talk in terms of motivation of 5 Darons and
emotion of -3 Dze’s. Let us note that Smiley is widely used name for the ☺-emoticon.
Other names might also be proposed.

4 Conclusion
This work suggests that it is time review the undergraduate courses in AI, with
direction toward Engineered Psychology. Maybe is time to replace the topic about
search techniques which are now standard part of theory of algorithms, and go toward
topics beyond intelligence and cognition, by including other features of a personality.
A result of Engineered Psychology approach is the first mathematical model that
explicitly relates motivation, emotion, behavior, and personality. To the best of our
knowledge such a model has not been proposed nether in psychology nor in Artificial
Intelligence research. By building psychology in artificial creatures we believe we
will better understand psychology in general. A step has been made toward the search
for basic principles and measuring units in both engineered and human psychology.
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